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Raman	experiment	setup
McPherson	custom	triple	spectrometer	
with	off-axis	paraboloid	op6cs	

New	state-of	the	art	Raman	laboratory	with	many	
different	laser	lines,	pump-probe	capability	

Jhih-An	Yang	



Time	Resolved	Raman/ARPES	Lab	

Ti-Saph	fundamental	for	pump	(790	nm,	20kHz	rep	rate)	
Frequency	doubled	for	probe	(395	nm)	
Time-resolu6on:	90	fs.	
	

Filter	stage	for	the	fundamental	(not	shown)	can	compress	
the	beam	in	energy	at	the	expense	of	6me	resolu6on	

Time=0	and	6me	resolu6on	measured	from	third	harmonic	peak	

(a)

Figure 2. (a) A schematic of the combined TRR and trARPES system. The laser is converted into 395 nm or 198 nm using
one or three non-linear crystal b -BaB2O4 (BBO). (b) Stokes Raman spectra measured with 532 nm CW laser (blue) and 395
nm pulse laser (red). The phonon peaks measured by the 395 nm pulse sit on a luminescnence background due to hot carriers.
(c) Anti-Stokes Raman spectra as a function of delay time. G phonons (-1580 cm�1) appear after an optical excitation and
decay gradually. (d) Anti-Stokes Raman spectra at t = -360 fs (blue) and t = 200 fs (red). The solid lines represent fits with
Plank’s law plus a Gaussian function. The inset shows the background change at various delay times at 4.1 eV and 3.8 eV
(absolute energy) normalized to the intensity at negative time. (e) Temporal evolution of phonons on the anti-Stokes side (blue
dots). The thick black line is the resolution curve. The inset shows the evolution of phonons from t = -500 fs to t = 5 ps
measured with larger time-steps. The red line is the fit with a biexponential function convolved with the instrument response.

Discussion

Previous TRR experiments reported a quick buildup of G-phonon occupation through e-ph coupling3, 19 but they were not
able to clearly resolve the short-time delay region. Due to finite time resolution, the G-phonons generated directly from e-h
recombination are supposed to appear at negative times. Given our 90 fs time resolution, the increase of phonon population
would be detected at at -50 ⇠ -100 fs. The abrupt appearance of G-phonons near t = 0 therefore suggests that G-phonon
emission occurs with a time delay of about 80 fs. The presence of a time delay is also clear when the probe pulse is used
without the pump. In this case photons in the early-time part of a probe pulse pump the system, and the photons coming later
but still belonging to the same pulse serve as an excitation for Raman scattering (This process is called self-pumping19). Due to
the short time duration of the probe pulse (⇠50 fs), self-pumping integrates the excitations within the first 30 fs, which suggests
that G-phonons are emitted more than 30 fs after a pump pulse, not about 10 fs as expected from direct decay of e-h pairs
decayed into this phonon.

Slow thermalization of carriers cannot explain the time delay. If hot carriers couple to G-phonons directly, G-phonons can
be emitted regardless of whether carriers are thermalized or not as long as hot carriers occupy the states near E

F

. The inverse
Auger process that dominates e-e scattering leads to a rapid accumulation of hot carriers near E

F

within 30 fs4.
We propose that the time delay can be explained by an alternative relaxation pathway where e-h pairs decay primarily

into K-point optical phonons, which in turn decay into the G-phonon via strong ph-ph coupling (Fig. 1(b)). First, lifetimes
calculated from e-ph coupling for K-phonons are 176 fs, 3 times faster than G-phonons37, 38. Second, strong 4-phonon scattering
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Opportuni6es	of	pump-probe	Raman	

1.  We	typically	know	what	we	are	probing	(specific	Raman-
ac6ve	phonons,	electronic	transi6ons,	etc.)	

2.  A	wide	variety	of	iden6fiable	bosonic	features	can	be	
monitored:	Phonon	occupa6on	numbers,	phonon	
frequencies,	electronic	excita6ons,	magnons,	d-d	
excita6ons,	superconduc6ng	gap	excita6ons.	

3.  Pump	an	probe	energy	can	be	varied	over	a	wide	range:	
allows	to	resonate	with	specific	excita6ons	both	on	the	
pump	and	probe	sides.	

4.  Cross-correla6ng	with	behavior	of	fermions	measured	by	tr-
ARPES.	



Challenges	of	Pump-Probe	Raman	
Experiment	

1.  Heisenberg	uncertainty	principle.		
Improved	6me	resolu6on=Degraded	energy	resolu6on.		
Elas6c	sca0ering	peak	at	zero	energy	becomes	super-broad	and	
overwhelms	the	low	energy	signal.	
	

2.	Low	signal.	
	

3.	Self-Pumping.		
Probe	laser	itself	acts	as	a	pump	due	to	finite	6me-dura6on	of	the	
pump	pulse:	Photons	that	come	first	drive	the	system	to	an	excited	
state	and	photons	that	come	ader	Raman-sca0er.		
Even	if	there	is	no	pump,	one	cannot	measure	an	“unpumped”	system.	
	

Lots	of	hard	work,	persistence,	and	$$	to	overcome	these	



First	Completed	Project:	Graphite	
Excellent	model	system	for	pump-probe	Raman	

1.  Phonons	at	high	energy:	Elas6c	line	not	a	problem	even	at	90fs	
resolu6on	

2.		Phonons	are	intense:	Rela6vely	easy	to	get	good	signal	
3.  Self-pumping	can	be	controlled	by	varying	intensity	of	the	

pump.	One	can	virtually	eliminate	it	by	using	very	low	pump	
power	and	s6ll	see	phonons	(see	item	2)	

4.  Regular	Raman	sca0ering	in	understood	in	incredible	detail	so	
one	can	focus	on	transient	processes	only.	

Manuscript	with	referees	
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Graphite	spectrum	measured	with	the	
pulsed	vs	CW	laser	system	

Two-phonon	

Phonons	are	broader	because	increased	6me	resolu6on	
leads	to	decreased	energy	resolu6on.		
	
Background	is	higher	due	to	hot	carrier	luminescence.	
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that we start from the general picture of the Raman process, and 
show how the numerous observed effects naturally arise from it. 
This approach creates a unified view of Raman scattering, thereby 
enabling the observed effects to be better understood and, hope-
fully, to anticipate new ones.

The Raman spectrum of graphene
To understand the state of the art in Raman spectroscopy of 
graphene it is important to know the historical development of 
the main ideas, nomenclature and peak assignments starting 
from graphite. We give a detailed overview in Supplementary 
Section S4, where we also introduce some background concepts, 
such as Kohn anomalies80. Here we summarize the nomenclature 
and current understanding of the main peaks.

Throughout this Review we will use the notation I for peak 
height, A for peak area, Pos for peak position, FWHM for the 
full-width at half-maximum and Disp for peak dispersion (that is, 
the rate of shift in peak position with changing excitation energy). 
So, for example, I(G) is the height of the G peak, A(G) its area, 
FWHM(G) the full-width at half-maximum, Pos(G) its position 
and Disp(G) its dispersion.

The phonon dispersions of single-layer graphene (SLG) com-
prise three acoustic (A) and three optical (O) branches. The 
modes with out-of-plane (Z) motion are considerably softer than 
the in-plane longitudinal (L) and transverse (T) ones. Figure 1a 
plots the electronic Brillouin zone of graphene, the first-phonon 
Brillouin zone and shows a schematic of the electronic dispersion 

(Dirac cones). Graphene has two atoms per unit cell, thus six nor-
mal modes (two being doubly degenerate) at the Brillouin zone 
centre Γ (ref. 81): A2u + B2g + E1u + E2g (Fig. 1b) (ref. 82). There is 
one degenerate in-plane optical mode, E2g, and one out-of-plane 
optical mode B2g (ref.  81). The E2g phonons are Raman active, 
whereas the B2g phonon is neither Raman nor infrared active81. 
Graphite has four atoms per unit cell. Indeed, only half the car-
bons have fourth neighbours that lie directly above or below in 
adjacent layers. Therefore, the two atoms of the unit cell in each 
layer are now inequivalent. This doubles the number of optical 
modes, and is responsible for the infrared activity of graphite81. 
All the optical modes become Davydov-doublets: The E2g phonon 
generates an infrared-active E1u phonon and a Raman-active E2g 
phonon, the B2g phonon goes into an infrared-active A2u phonon 
and an inactive B2g phonon. The antisymmetric combinations of 
the acoustic modes are the optically inactive B2g phonons and 
the Raman active E2g modes. The symmetric combinations of the 
acoustic modes remain A2u and E1u (ref. 81). Thus, for graphite81–83 
Γ = 2(A2u + B2g + E1u + E2g) (Fig. 1b). There are now two Raman 
active E2g modes, each doubly degenerate.

The Raman spectrum of SLG consists of distinct bands12 
(Fig. 1e). Figure 1d plots the optical phonon dispersions of SLG, 
relevant for the interpretation of the Raman spectra54,80,84. The G 
peak corresponds to the high-frequency E2g phonon at Γ. The D 
peak is due to the breathing modes of six-atom rings (Fig. 1c) and 
requires a defect for its activation11,15,85. It comes from TO phon-
ons around the Brillouin zone corner K (refs 11,15), it is active by 
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Figure 1 | Electrons, phonons and Raman spectrum of graphene. a, Electronic Brillouin zones of graphene (black hexagons), the first-phonon Brillouin 
zone (red rhombus) and schematic of electronic dispersion (Dirac cones). The phonon wave vectors connecting electronic states in different valleys 
are labelled in red. b, Γ-point phonon-displacement pattern for graphene and graphite. Empty and filled circles represent inequivalent carbon atoms. 
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d, The black curves represent the dispersion of in-plane phonon modes in graphene in the energy and frequency range relevant for Raman scattering. 
The red lines represent Kohn anomalies80. The symbols are data taken from refs 54,84. e, Raman spectra of pristine (top) and defected (bottom) 
graphene. The main peaks are labelled. f, C peak as a function of number of layers (left). Fitted C- and G-peak position as a function of inverse 
number of layers (right). The line passing through the C-peak data is from equation (1). Flakes with N layers are indicated by NLG. Thus, for example, 
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G-phonon	



Looking	at	ra6o	of	Stokes	to	an6-Stokes	
to	track	phonon	mode	occupa6on	

Stokes:	Energy	
loss	side	(posi6ve	
energy)	

An6-Stokes:	Energy	
gain	side	(nega6ve	
energy)	

Principle	of	detailed	balance:		

S(−ω) = S(ω)e−!ω /kbT n = e!ω /kbT −1( )
−1

Phonon	occupa6on	number:	

YBCO	

Phonon	occupa6on	number	can	be	extracted	from	the	ra6o	of	
intensi6es	on	the	Stokes	and	an6-Stokes	sides.	
Qualita6ve	picture:	an6-Stokes	only.	



Time	evolu6on	of	G-phonon	

(a)

Figure 2. (a) A schematic of the combined TRR and trARPES system. The laser is converted into 395 nm or 198 nm using
one or three non-linear crystal b -BaB2O4 (BBO). (b) Stokes Raman spectra measured with 532 nm CW laser (blue) and 395
nm pulse laser (red). The phonon peaks measured by the 395 nm pulse sit on a luminescnence background due to hot carriers.
(c) Anti-Stokes Raman spectra as a function of delay time. G phonons (-1580 cm�1) appear after an optical excitation and
decay gradually. (d) Anti-Stokes Raman spectra at t = -360 fs (blue) and t = 200 fs (red). The solid lines represent fits with
Plank’s law plus a Gaussian function. The inset shows the background change at various delay times at 4.1 eV and 3.8 eV
(absolute energy) normalized to the intensity at negative time. (e) Temporal evolution of phonons on the anti-Stokes side (blue
dots). The thick black line is the resolution curve. The inset shows the evolution of phonons from t = -500 fs to t = 5 ps
measured with larger time-steps. The red line is the fit with a biexponential function convolved with the instrument response.

Discussion

Previous TRR experiments reported a quick buildup of G-phonon occupation through e-ph coupling3, 19 but they were not
able to clearly resolve the short-time delay region. Due to finite time resolution, the G-phonons generated directly from e-h
recombination are supposed to appear at negative times. Given our 90 fs time resolution, the increase of phonon population
would be detected at at -50 ⇠ -100 fs. The abrupt appearance of G-phonons near t = 0 therefore suggests that G-phonon
emission occurs with a time delay of about 80 fs. The presence of a time delay is also clear when the probe pulse is used
without the pump. In this case photons in the early-time part of a probe pulse pump the system, and the photons coming later
but still belonging to the same pulse serve as an excitation for Raman scattering (This process is called self-pumping19). Due to
the short time duration of the probe pulse (⇠50 fs), self-pumping integrates the excitations within the first 30 fs, which suggests
that G-phonons are emitted more than 30 fs after a pump pulse, not about 10 fs as expected from direct decay of e-h pairs
decayed into this phonon.

Slow thermalization of carriers cannot explain the time delay. If hot carriers couple to G-phonons directly, G-phonons can
be emitted regardless of whether carriers are thermalized or not as long as hot carriers occupy the states near E

F

. The inverse
Auger process that dominates e-e scattering leads to a rapid accumulation of hot carriers near E

F

within 30 fs4.
We propose that the time delay can be explained by an alternative relaxation pathway where e-h pairs decay primarily

into K-point optical phonons, which in turn decay into the G-phonon via strong ph-ph coupling (Fig. 1(b)). First, lifetimes
calculated from e-ph coupling for K-phonons are 176 fs, 3 times faster than G-phonons37, 38. Second, strong 4-phonon scattering
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Energy	gain	(an6-Stokes	side)	

Hot	electron	luminescence	(not	interes6ng)	

Hot	phonon	(interes6ng)	

Phonon	unobservable	at	nega6ve	6mes,	i.e.	when	probe	hits	BEFORE	the	pump.		
Phonon	intensity	increases	right	ader	the	pump	pulse	and	then	decays	slowly	



Electronic	Temperature	as	a	func6on	
of	6me	from	tr-ARPES	

Good	fit	combining	fast	and	slow	6me	
constants:	0.35ps	and	3.5ps.	

Figure 3. Electronic temperature extracted from trARPES data and the fit of a bi-exponential decay. The inset shows
momentum-integrated ARPES spectra (spectral weight on log scale) at various delay times. The dashed black lines are fits for
the selected high energy tails, which were used to extract the electronic temperature of the main panel.
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Figure 4. Phonon dispersions copied from Ref.42 and possible anharmonic decays for K-phonons by 4-phonon scattering
(blue arrows). The inset shows the schematic of the first Brillouin zone. Due to energy and momentum conservation, two K
phonons can decay into two phonons at G points or decay into one phonon at G points plus one phonon at K points.

at high temperature has been reported39, 40 with the inferred lifetimes for the decay of K-phonons into G-phonons of about
132 fs (latter based on the G-phonon linewidth of over 40 cm�1 at T > 2500 K40). Thus the overall timescale for this indirect
process, 300 fs, is consistent with the observed phonon buildup (⇠220 fs). The fact that 2D peak is more intense than 2D0 peak
(double resonance for G phonons) also suggests a stronger e-ph coupling for K-phonons28, 30, 41.

In order to understand how K-phonons may be responsible for the late appearance of G-phonons, we simulate the optical
phonon temperature based on the above scenario where strong anharmonic hot phonons are involved33. The AHP model
assumes that carriers thermalize rapidly into a Fermi-Dirac distribution with a well-defined temperature. The electronic
system, G-phonons, and K-phonons are characterized by their temperatures T

el

, T

G

, and T

K

and are linked by e-ph coupling,
G

e�ph

(T
el

,T
G/K

), and ph-ph coupling between G and K-phonons, G
ph�ph

(T
G

,T
K

). This leads to three coupled differential
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Two-temperature	model	descrip6on	
of	graphite	

1.  Electrons	thermalize	very	
quickly	(~10fs)	

2.  They	decay	directly	into	the	G-
phonon	and	reach	equilibrium	
with	it	(~100fs)	

3.  Then	the	G-phonon	decays	into	
other	phonons	(~2ps)	

Hot	electrons

G-phonon	
and	other	
hot	
phonons

Γe-ph

Other	phonons

Γph-ph

Op6cal	excita6on



Time	delay	between	two-T	model	
predic6on	and	the	leading	edge	

Time-delay	of	~80fs	between	the	expected	
increase	in	the	phonon	intensity	(green	line)	and	
what	is	observed	(data).	
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Figure 1. (a) G-phonon temperature (blue dots) inferred from the Stokes/anti-Stokes ratio and the fits from the 2T model
(green line) and the anharmonic hot phonon (AHP) model (red line). (b) Sketch of energy transfer during the hot carrier
relaxation. Thicker arrows represent faster processes.

quickly (few hundred fs) via strong e-ph coupling. Other e-ph and ph-ph interactions are assumed to be much weaker resulting
in the whole system reaching thermal equilibrium at much longer picosecond timescales.

Due to superior time-resolution (⇠ 90 fs) we were able to observe G-phonon population (data points in Fig. 1(a) ) as a
function of time in the sub-picosecond region by Raman scattering. The unexpected result is that hot G-phonons are generated
about 80 fs later than predicted by the 2T model (red line in Fig. 1(a) ). Furthermore, the ARPES measurements show that the
e-h pairs decay faster than expected from e-ph coupling to the G-phonon. This suggests that hot carriers couple to G-phonons
not directly but via an intermediate excitation that is not Raman active (red line in Fig. 1(a) ). We argue that K-phonons play
this role (Fig. 1(b) ). Our results agree with LDA calculation that predicts that e-h pairs predominantly decay into K-phonons28.

Results

The Raman spectrum of graphite has two main features: the G peak at ⇠1580 cm�1 and the 2D peak at ⇠2700 cm�1 (Fig. 2(b)).
The G peak originates from the zone center E2g

phonon. The 2D peak is due to the two-phonon scattering at K points called
double resonance29–31. These peaks measured by the 395 nm ultrafast probe pulse sit on a luminescence background and have
larger linewidths due to the finite bandwidth of the pulse. The absence of the defect-induced D peak (⇠1350 cm�1) indicates
good quality of our sample. Fig. 2(c) displays the anti-Stokes spectra at various delay times. We fit the phonon spectrum at
each time delay with a Gaussian (Fig. 2(d)) and then extracted the integrated intensity (Fig. 2(e) blue dots and inset).

The temporal evolution of the G-phonon can be fit with two exponential functions convolved with the instrument response.
The time constant t

growth

is 220 ± 20 fs for the quick buildup of G-phonons and t
decay

is 2400 ± 83 fs for the slow decay
(Fig. 2(e) inset). The G-phonon temperature is determined from the G peak intensity ratio on the Stokes and anti-Stokes sides
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), where ¯hW is the G-phonon energy, k

B

is the Boltzmann’s constant and T

G

is phonon temperature (Fig.
1(a) ). The G-phonon temperature is over 3000 K around t = 400 fs and decreases to room temperature with the time constant of
2.4 ps, which is in good agreement with previous results19, 25. The slow decay has been attributed to the energy transfer from
G-phonons to other phonon modes via anharmonic coupling21, 32.

We now briefly discuss the electronic background, which has been assigned to hot carrier luminescence33. Fig. 2(d) inset
shows that the background starts to increase at t = -200 fs and reaches its maximum at t ⇠ 0 fs, when the G-phonons begin to
appear. The background then decreases to the initial level at t = 300 fs, while the phonon intensity keeps increasing from t = 0
fs to t= 300 fs. This behavior reflects changes in electronic temperature and is consistent with previous reports33–36. However,
it is not possible to read out instantaneous electronic temperatures from the observed intensities.

We directly probed electronic dynamics by trARPES (Fig. 3). Electronic temperature T

el

was determined by fitting the slope
of the high energy tail in the momentum-integrated ARPES spectra (Fig. 3 inset). T

el

increases rapidly after an optical excitation
and reaches 3400 K at t = 100 fs. T

el

fits well to a bi-exponential decay with decay times of t
f ast

= 0.35 ps and t
slow

= 3.5 ps.
The decay of T

el

has a similar timescale to the one observed by previous photoemission experiments1, 2, 5. The 2D Raman peak
also reflects electronic temperature, though it is less precise than trARPES due to self-pumping (see supplementary).
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Figure 3. Electronic temperature extracted from trARPES data and the fit of a bi-exponential decay. The inset shows
momentum-integrated ARPES spectra (spectral weight on log scale) at various delay times. The dashed black lines are fits for
the selected high energy tails, which were used to extract the electronic temperature of the main panel.
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Figure 4. Phonon dispersions copied from Ref.42 and possible anharmonic decays for K-phonons by 4-phonon scattering
(blue arrows). The inset shows the schematic of the first Brillouin zone. Due to energy and momentum conservation, two K
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at high temperature has been reported39, 40 with the inferred lifetimes for the decay of K-phonons into G-phonons of about
132 fs (latter based on the G-phonon linewidth of over 40 cm�1 at T > 2500 K40). Thus the overall timescale for this indirect
process, 300 fs, is consistent with the observed phonon buildup (⇠220 fs). The fact that 2D peak is more intense than 2D0 peak
(double resonance for G phonons) also suggests a stronger e-ph coupling for K-phonons28, 30, 41.

In order to understand how K-phonons may be responsible for the late appearance of G-phonons, we simulate the optical
phonon temperature based on the above scenario where strong anharmonic hot phonons are involved33. The AHP model
assumes that carriers thermalize rapidly into a Fermi-Dirac distribution with a well-defined temperature. The electronic
system, G-phonons, and K-phonons are characterized by their temperatures T

el

, T

G

, and T

K

and are linked by e-ph coupling,
G

e�ph

(T
el

,T
G/K

), and ph-ph coupling between G and K-phonons, G
ph�ph

(T
G

,T
K

). This leads to three coupled differential
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Anharmonic	phonon	model	allows	for	hot	phonons	to	decay	
into	each	other	on	very	fast	6mescales.	The	resul6ng	6me-
scale	is	consistent	with	ab-ini6o	calcula6ons	and	the	observed	
6me-delay	



Where	we	are	and	where	we	are	going	
•  Pump-probe	Raman	sca0ering	is	a	highly-selec6ve	
probe	of	materials	in	strongly	driven	nonequlibrium	
condi6ons.	

•  Our	high-resolu6on	setup	allows	measurements	of	fast	
processes	in	quantum	materials	such	as	electron-
phonon	relaxa6on,	magnon	and	electron	dynamics	

•  Future	work	will	focus	on	tuning	the	pump	energy	to	
resonate	with	specific	phonons	

•  Electronic	excita6ons	in	addi6on	to	magnons	will	be	
inves6gated:	d-d	transi6ons,	superconduc6ng	gap	
excita6ons		





Need	a	detailed	understanding	of	the	
data	to	figure	out	what’s	going	on	

What	is	the	origin	of	electronic	background?	
How	do	we	measure	electronic	temperature?	
What	is	the	Raman	process	for	phonons	in	
graphite?	
	



What	is	the	electronic	background?	

Luminescence	(T.	Heinz	et.	al)	
	
Excited	electrons	thermalize	quickly	via	
electron-electron	sca0ering	reaching	a	few	
1000K.	(depending	on	pulse	energy)	
Then	they	take	a	long	6me	to	reach	thermal	
equilibrium	with	phonons.	
In	the	mean6me	they	emit	a	black	body	
PHOTON	spectrum.	



Reading	off	electronic	temperature	
from	luminescence	

1.  Luminescence	lives	for	a	long	6me,	so	intensity	is	a	
6me-integral	of	the	luminescence	signal.	Dominant	
contribu6on	comes	from	the	spectrum	at	maximum	
temperature	because	black	body	radia6on	is	
exponen6al	in	1/Temperature.	When	pump	and	
probe	hit	at	different	6mes	the	maximum	
temperature	is	smaller	than	when	they	hit	at	the	
same	6me,	so	there	is	a	peak	at	zero	T.	

2.  Virtually	impossible	to	read	off	electronic	
temperature	in	real	6me	from	the	luminescence	
signal.	



Two	temperature	model	predic6on	3

to other phonon modes via anharmonic coupling. The
G-mode phonons decay to two phonons that conserve
both energy and momentum, which constrains the possi-
ble channels of the relaxation. Two principal channels are
the decays into two longitudinal-acoustic phonons or one
longitudinal and one transverse-acoustic phonon [14, 23].

It has also been reported that nanotubes have a similar
decay but with a shorter lifetime [14]. For semiconduct-
ing nanotubes of (6,5) chiral index, their lifetime of the
decay for the G-mode phonons is 1.1 ps at room tem-
perature, shorter than the value of 2.37 ps reported here
in graphite. The first factor that causes a longer de-
cay rate in graphite is the weaker anhormonic coupling
as suggested in the calculations [23]. Secondly, nan-
otubes have additional decay channels that are absent
in graphite such as low-energy phonon modes. A pos-
sible phonon mode is the radial breathing mode, which
exhibits a strong coupling to G-mode phonons and there-
fore opens up a new decay channel in nanotubes [24].

B. Photoluminescence background

The origin of the background can be explained by ther-
mal emission from hot carriers [20–22]. We fit the back-
grounds with Planck’s law of grey body radiation

I = "

!

3

2⇡2
c

2

1

exp( h̄!
kTel

)� 1
, (2)

where " is the emissivity, ! is the absolute energy of
emission light. The electronic temperature Tel can be
therefore obtained from the fitting. The measured tem-
perature is about 3750 K at t = -360 fs and reaches the
highest temperature about 4100 K at t = 0 fs. Note
that the emitted light measured in our experiment is
time-averaged, while the phonon intensity reflects the
transient population. The measured intensity is actu-
ally the integration of contribution over all time. As a
result the temperature Tel extracted from the fitting is a
time-averaged temperature that does not reveal the tran-
sient temperature at a certain delay time. However, Tel

still approximates the peak value of the real electronic
temperature, since the intensity of thermal emission has
a highly nonlinear dependence on temperature. In other
words, higher electronic temperature has a dominant con-
tribution to the thermal emission. The electronic tem-
peratures and the phonon temperatures as a function of
time are summarized in Fig. ??

Although the emission intensity is time-averaged, it
varies with di↵erent delay times between pump and probe
pulses. This is because the probe pulse can be treated
as another heat source in addition to the pump pulse.
The hot carriers that form after a pump pulse are heated
again by the probe pulse. The closer the two pulses are,
the higher peak value of electronic temperature the sys-
tem can reach. In order to understand the dynamics, we
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FIG. 3. The simulation results based on a two-temperature
model. (a) The electronic temperature (red) and the optical
phonon temperature as a funciton of time with pump pulse
only. (b) The thermal emission intensity at di↵erent absolute
energies as a function of delay time between pump and probe
pulses.

simulate the electronic temperature as well as the optical
phonon temperature based on a two-temperature model
[20](Fig. 3). In this model it is assumed that thermaliza-
tion of carriers is fast so that the electronic temperature
is well defined and the distribution can be described by
a Fermi-Dirac distribution. The electronic system and
optical phonons are characterized by their temperatures
Tel and Tph and are linked by electron phonon coupling.
This leads to two coupled di↵erential equations:

dTel

dt

=
I(t)� �(Tel, Tph)

Cel(Tel)
, (3)

dTph

dt

=
�(Tel, Tph)

Cph(Tph)
, (4)

where I(t) is the laser irradiance, and Cel and Cph are
the heat capacity of electrons and phonons respectively.
Here we use a Gaussian pulse with width 50 fs for I(t).
The exchange rate �(Tel, Tph) can be expressed as:
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Red	line	based	on	the	electronic	temperature	obtained	
from	2D	phonon	peak.		
Green	line:	Talk	of	Jhih-An	Yang	


